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Dear Friends,

 Spirit has many messages for you, and I’m delighted to invite you 
to explore your connection to Divine guidance and enjoy a greater 
and deeper experience of Life.
 First, I suggest that you listen to the entire program once through 
in order, and then go back and practice the vision journeys and 
exercises as you wish. Repeat them on a regular basis until they 
become an automatic part of your consciousness.
 These vision journeys, or guided meditations, are designed to 
aid you in accessing your higher, oracular consciousness—the 
transcendent power within you that is directly in communication 
with Spirit. A symbol guide is included in this booklet to help you 
interpret the messages you’ll receive.
 Know that Spirit is always talking to you and sending guidance 
and messages of hope, love, and encouragement. You just need to 
remember how to enter the conversation . . . and that’s what this 
CD program is all about!
 Please visit my Website, www.colettebaronreid.com, to explore 
this extraordinary subject further.

Love,
Colette
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more Messages from Spirit
Exploring Your Connection to Divine Guidance

CD 1: The mechanics of messages from Spirit: the world of oracles,  
omens, and signs; how Divine guidance is received; the origins and 
turbulent history of divination, including cultural and religious 
prejudices

CD 2:  Vision Journeys: Inward gazing through guided imagery

   1. Grounding: Body, Mind, and Spirit (31:02)
   2. Spiritual Discernment (18:32)
   3. Detachment (10:36)
   4. Physical Resonance (14:06)

CD 3: The many forms of Divine guidance; how to be receptive to the 
voice of Spirit: engaging oracular consciousness; stories, examples, 
and practical tips and tools for experiencing messages from Spirit

CD 4:  Vision Journeys: Inward gazing through guided imagery

   1. Request for Messages from Spirit: Morning Meditation (11:28)
   2. The Chamber of the Inner Oracle (18:20)
   3. Removing Blocks to Connecting with Spirit (12:44)
   4. The Map of Fate and Destiny (22:31)
   5. Affirmations (8:42)
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Asking for and receiving messages from 
Spirit is a simple process. Ask: 

What’s the next right action? 

What do I need to know? 

Show me Your will for me for the highest good. 

How do I best serve the highest good?

m m m
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Keeping a Journal

 Keep a journal to record those moments when fate seemed to step 
into your life and the points when radical change was possible. Your own 
personal soul’s contract will become clear over time as you observe your 
experiences.
 Your journal will really sharpen your focus on how Spirit sends you 
people or events to help you learn. Use your journal to examine these 
questions and statements:

 1. Starting at childhood, recall which people seemed fated to enter 
your life.

 2. Describe the lessons you learned from each person coming into 
your life.

 3. From childhood to the present, describe the specific events and 
patterns you see triggered by fate.

 4. How does Spirit most often choose to get your attention?

 5. How does fate influence your path today?
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 6. Make a list of all the times in your life when you know that you 
experienced a choice point. What choice did you make? How 
did your life change, or not change?

 The more you understand your path, the deeper your relationship to 
Spirit. You’ll come to know the right questions to ask when participating 
in the conversation.
 Keeping a journal also helps you as you work with the other interactive 
oracles and vision journeys presented in this program.

m m   m m
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The SyMbolic power of nuMberS

 Spirit often speaks through numbers, and each number carries symbolic 
meaning. Every letter in the alphabet is assigned a numeral: Simply take 
the position it holds in the alphabet, and add the digits together to create 
its root number. For example, the letter L is the 12th letter of the alphabet, 
so 1 + 2 = 3, which is its root number.
 Words can be reduced in a similar way. The exception to this formula 
is a special category of double-digit master numbers, such as 11, 22, 33, 44, 
and so on. Of these, the number 11—and specifically, 11:11—is the path to 
the wisdom of Spirit and confirms your eternal connection to the Divine. 
(For a more detailed explanation, see my book Messages from Spirit; in 
addition, there are many books on numerology that are widely available.)

m m m

Number 1 resonates to confidence, inventiveness, leadership, action,  
and creative thought. Letters corresponding to 1 are A, J, and S.

Number 2 vibrates to cooperation, diplomacy, balance, partnership, 
graciousness, sensitivity, and peace. Number 2 letters are B, K, and T.

Number 3 is about inspiration, self-expression, creative talent, the 
gift of words, the gift of vision, artistic gifts, prophecy, and joy. Letters 
corresponding to 3 are C, L, and U.
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Number 4 resonates with a strong foundation, practicality, 
determination, discipline, organization, being a good worker, and loving 
family. Its corresponding letters are D, M, and V.

Number 5 vibrates to change, adventure, freedom, and versatility; and is 
resourceful, energetic, and curious. Number 5 letters are E, N, and W.

Number 6 is humanitarianism, nurturing, artistic, domestic, and a 
teacher. Letters corresponding to 6 are F, O, and X.

Number 7 is the vibration of silence, spirituality, scientific studies, 
analysis, observation, meditation, and the occult. The letters for 7 are G, 
P, and Y.

Number 8 resonates with power, strength, abundance, authority, infinity, 
business, and a balance of energies. Letters corresponding to 8 are H, Q, 
and Z.

Number 9 describes love, brotherhood, compassion, philanthropy, 
artistic gifts, and leadership. Its letters are I and R.

m m   m m
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ancienT flour oracle

 Aleuromancy, which means “divination by flour” in Greek, is the 
tradition of using baked goods as a vehicle for Spirit messages. Here’s how 
to create this most exciting and accurate oracle tool.
 You’ll need to mix basic cookie dough in a large white bowl using a 
wooden spoon. The white bowl signifies the purity of Spirit, and the wooden 
spoon connects the process to the natural world. The ingredients are:

 1. Flour, to represent the power of the earth and  
to give manifest form

 2. Sugar or honey, to represent the sweetness of life

 3. Water, to represent the ebb and flow of life 

 4. Fire (stove), to represent the activity and creativity  
inherent in all things

 5. Salt, to preserve and to represent the infinite soul

 6. Butter, to represent abundance

 7. Milk, to represent nourishment

 8. Eggs, to represent the foundations of birth

 You can use any combination of these ingredients in any cookie 
recipe you enjoy, since the idea is to eat them after you bake them. They 
have to be plain, though—no chocolate chips or raisins because those 
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will dilute the power invoked in the ritual. Make sure you have enough 
dough to form 27 cookies.
 (If you’re not planning to eat the cookies, make a basic, bland-tasting 
dough using 3 cups flour, 1 cup sugar, ½ cup water, ½ teaspoon salt, ¼ 
pound softened butter, ½ cup milk, and 4 eggs. Mix it all together in the 
white bowl. This will give you enough for two batches.)
 On 27 small pieces of parchment paper (which you can find by the 
aluminum foil and waxed paper at the grocery store), write or create 
symbols for the Universal Unfoldments (see page 11). Roll the pieces of 
paper into tight cylinders.
 Make 27 balls from the dough, flatten them a bit, and put one of the 
paper cylinders on each of them. Roll them up. Place them on a cookie 
sheet or two and bake according to the recipe instructions. (For the basic 
dough, bake 40 minutes at 325 degrees F. Every oven is different, so 
adjust accordingly.) Once they’ve cooled, you can use them for your Flour 
Oracle.
 Within each of the dough balls is sacred wisdom to illuminate your 
path as you move forward. The choosing of the cookies will represent your 
past, your present, and the evolving future of any of seven areas of your 
life. If you’re using this oracle alone, you may ask one question in each of 
the following seven categories—one per day—over the course of a week. 
This will give you an overview of all these aspects of your life as they play 
out through the coming month.
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 1. Health, physical
 2. Community, friends, family
 3. Work, job
 4. Love relationships, romance
 5. Creativity, communication 
 6. Dreams, ideas
 7. Spirituality

 If you choose to experience this oracle in a group, then each person 
picks three Flour Balls—which represent past influences, the present, and 
a possible outcome—and then a fourth, representing the catalyst that’s 
accelerating personal growth. You’ll need to make two full batches for each 
group of five people.
 As with all oracle messengers, ask to be shown the will of Spirit for the 
highest good of all concerned. Also pray for guidance and for the ability to 
accept the answers that are revealed. Do such a reading no more than once 
a month. It may take time to fully understand the meanings implied by the 
symbols and their personal relevance to you, so write it all down and pay 
attention to what you’ve learned in hindsight.

m m   m m
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The 27 univerSal unfoldMenTS

 The Universal Unfoldments are the essential movement of 27 archetypes 
and influences of the human experience that unfold from birth to death. 
The images are universal. These are the truths of the world, collected by 
Spirit since humankind first experienced life and held as markers for us all 
in our personal and collective evolution.
 At different stages of Life, certain universal energies and archetypes 
will be our prime influences; once we become conscious of them, they can 
empower us. When brought to awareness, Light is with us.
 You’ll see yourself reflected and your path illuminated in a much 
deeper and profound way. These aspects will serve to help you understand 
how energies influence you and how you can work with them to improve 
your life. (For an expanded explanation of the 27 Unfoldments, please see 
my book Messages from Spirit.)

The Protected Child

 Now is the time for new beginnings and to trust that miracles can and 
do happen. Discover what can be learned through risk. With Spirit, you are 
always protected and Divinely directed.
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The Shaman

 Anything you begin now will reflect your efforts. Pay attention to all 
aspects of your life pertaining to communication, and be clear about your 
words—they can heal as well as cause pain. Be certain of your intention, for 
your actions will be successful.

The Priestess

 Your intuition is on target, so it’s important for you to listen to your 
inner voice. You’ll make the right decision if you trust your intuitive 
hunches. Messages from Spirit come to you effortlessly, and your sixth 
sense leads you to higher ground.

The High Mother

 You’re in an important period of fertility and abundance. You’ll be 
nourished by Life. You just need to allow yourself to trust, for the world is 
an abundant and rich place with enough for everyone.
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The High Father

 This is the symbol of worldly achievements. It tells you that your 
actions can lead to solid foundations for the future. This is the sign of 
upward advancement and strong foundations of personal power guided by 
the Divine.

The Holy Bridge

 Pay attention to what you ritualize in your life, and remember that the 
ritual itself is without meaning on its own. It’s only a symbolic bridge used 
to cross the chasm between material reality and the greater reality of Spirit. 
Follow the signs of the Divine.

The Lovers

 This signifies a romantic or general partnership and the opportunity 
for self-revelation through relationship. This is a significant time to observe 
love in your life and to explore relationships as part of your evolution on 
your journey to wholeness.
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The Liberation

 You’re in a place where you need to let go and let God lead the way. 
Trust that opportunities for reward will soon be yours. Now you have 
the ability to succeed. This represents the paradox of freedom through 
surrender.

The Well of Power

 This represents your inner strength to overcome any obstacle in your 
path. You’ll succeed with patience, generosity, and love as your Source. 
This sign can also relate to someone coming to represent your interests 
who will succeed on your behalf.

The Quiet

 Take a break and be alone with thoughts of Spirit. Now is the time for 
nonaction. Take time to pray and meditate on the true reality, which is the 
Divine. You must rest to regroup and regain perspective. Immerse yourself 
in silence.
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Fate

 You’re about to encounter aspects of the Divine plan for your life. 
Pay close attention to the signs, omens, and synchronicities that unfold 
in front of you. Certain people and circumstances will offer you specific 
experiences as part of your soul’s contract.

The Truth

 Now is the time for rigorous self-appraisal. Take a look, clean house, 
and know that within the dance between fate and destiny are steps and 
missteps—the marks of your choices and the consequences of your actions. 
See things as they really are.

The Sacrifice

 Success is dependent on your willingness to be detached from the goal. 
This is what’s asked of you right now. Place your material desires on hold, 
and ask for the Higher Wisdom to be revealed. Release your expectations. 
Waiting will be more than worth the sacrifice.
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The Phoenix

 Let go of old ideas, outmoded relationships, and clutter. The phoenix 
is the magical creature that rises up from its own ashes to fly anew with 
glorious wings. Let go of who you think you are. The Divine within you has 
bigger plans.

The Flow

 Go with the flow now. This isn’t the time to control anything, for 
Life is flowing exactly as it’s supposed to. Stay aware and keep conscious 
contact with the Divine, asking, “What is the next right action?” Only act 
when inner calm is the guiding voice.

The Grand Illusion

 Take a look at your attachments to the material world. No matter how 
much you get, it will never really fulfill you. Don’t let your attachments 
choke the Light out of you. Look beyond the illusion to the Spirit behind 
all material things.
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Sacred Lightning

 Sudden changes are about to occur. No harm will come to you, even 
if the world around you seems unstable and disruptive. You are always safe 
and secure. Allow new ideas and beliefs to enlighten you.

The Great Hope

 Be hopeful and optimistic, looking forward with confidence. Help 
others who are in need. Any new project can be envisioned now and put 
into motion. Trust the process of Life. With no rushing, no pushing, let 
things become known to you in their time.

The Dream Time

 Pay attention to your dreams, visions, and psychic experiences. A 
greater reality is speaking to you, as messages from Spirit are being sent 
unsolicited. Go inward and find answers in them, for the wisdom of all 
living worlds is open to you.
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The Light

 You have the power to create and manifest your dreams. Make the 
appropriate efforts and success is certain. This is also a sign for joy. You’ve 
reached a new level of expression that allows your inner Light to shine on 
the world for the highest good.

The Angel

 Follow your inspirations and allow them to manifest without 
judgment. Everyone has a calling, and it’s time to listen to yours. Great or 
small, the Angel’s call will gift you with a Divine touch of Grace. Forgive 
yourself and others, let go, and listen for a higher plan.

Unity

 Identify with others instead of comparing yourself to them. See 
beyond the personal self and look to the whole of the living planet and the 
collective consciousness. Do your beliefs and attitudes support Life? If not, 
it’s time for a new outlook.
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The Great Mystery

 Spiritual Truth will always be a mystery until you experience it. Only 
Love knows the way into the Great Mystery. Be in the world and not of it, 
and know that the Mystery reveals itself to you in its own terms and not 
because you demand it.

Gaia’s Garden

 You are of the earth, made of her essence. In this way, you are Gaia’s 
child. Treat all living things with respect and kindness, acknowledging the 
Spirit within all of Life. With loving-kindness for Gaia and all her children, 
success in your endeavors is ensured.

Oceania

 This is a sign to be fluid, go with the flow, and trust that all things will 
pass from one state to another. Pay attention to your feelings, experience 
them, and then allow them to pass away like rivers flowing to the sea. 
You’ll be exactly where you need to be.
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The Artist

 Engage in activities you’re passionate about, without being fixated on 
the results. Do what you love, making everything you do a sacred act, and 
your purpose will be made crystal clear. This is a sign for success in all 
creative projects that serve the highest good.

Father Time

 True destiny, power, and purpose are experienced only when you’re 
fully present in the now. Be mindful of this moment. Leave the past behind 
and disregard the future, for all success is achieved in the here-and-now. 
True power lies in the infinite present.

m m   m m
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SyMbolS guide

 Here’s a brief guide to the sacred sign-bearers who may cross your path 
to engage you in a dialogue with Spirit. There are hundreds more than are 
included in this list, but these will get you started. Review the symbols and 
get to know them. You may have had personal experiences that add to their 
meaning. Invite each symbol to reveal more of itself to you.
 Remember that when Spirit uses symbolic language to speak with you, 
the conversation may take place in all kinds of ways. You might see these 
signs and symbols out of the corner of your eye or while gazing at a cloud; or 
your senses could become amplified as you’re reading the paper or watching 
a movie. You may see an image repeatedly over a few days, perhaps while 
driving, sitting in nature, or listening to the radio.
 If you see a raven on TV, for example, and then notice it again intuitively 
as the bird perches outside your window, or if you see the name Raven as 
someone’s signature and dream of a raven at night, you’re receiving a sign to 
pay attention to the magical synchronicities that align in your life to point 
the way on your highest path!
 It helps to have a written record of your experiences, so keep a sign 
journal. You might like to write your own list of objects that have special 
meaning to you, in addition to what’s here.

m m m
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On the Ground

Ant: patience, teamwork, industriousness
Antelope: action, energy, grace, swiftness
Armadillo: boundaries, protection, armor, defense against invasion 
Badger: digging deep, indirect communication, difficult to injure
Bear: meditating, awakening inner power 
Beaver: completing, building, or finishing projects; acting on dreams;   

manifesting
Beetle: good fortune, renewal, resurrection
Bobcat: listening with intent, discretion, secrets, keeping secrets
Buffalo: answered prayers, gratitude, abundance
Bull: stubbornness, rigidity, gaining through sacrifice
Cat: independence, grace, agility, another chance
Cockroach: indestructible, succeeding against all odds
Cougar: responsible leadership, king of the mountain 
Cow: nourishment, getting needs met, maternal love
Coyote: trickster, laughter, pranks, good humor in friendships,  

hidden lessons
Cricket: invitation to speak, making a phone call
Deer: diplomacy, gentleness, soft bearing, kindness
Dog: loyalty, decency, unconditional love
Earthworm: enjoying the lessons after the storm, opportunities  

in adversity
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Elephant: memory, good fortune, strength and power in community,   
royalty

Elk: stamina, strength, calm nobility, self-respect
Fox: camouflage, charm, wit, flirtatiousness, being invisible/visible
Gerbil: rest, retreat, solitude for regeneration 
Giraffe: far vision, tall, high achievement
Goat: ambition, upward mobility, sure-footedness
Groundhog: transformation, death without dying 
Horse: power, accepting help from others, delegating authority,  

foreign travel
Jaguar: integrity and impeccability, clear intentions 
Kangaroo: getting to the goal, progress ensured
Koala: sensitivity, need for isolation
Leopard: swift justice, clarity of vision
Lion: pride, proud accomplishments, generosity 
Lizard: detachment, dreamer, creative vision
Lynx: see Bobcat
Monkey: ingenuity, curiosity, versatility
Moose: long life, mediumship, cycle of life and death
Mouse: scrutiny, attention to detail, focus
Opossum: pretending, appearances, masks and façades, seeing  

through them 
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Panther: letting go of fear, embracing the unknown, welcoming    
uncertainty 

Pig: confrontation, arguments resolved through intelligence
Porcupine: innocence, wonderment, self-protection while exploring   

new things
Rabbit: fear, running away, needing to trust, not trusting
Raccoon: resourcefulness, theft, thievery, disguises
Ram: ego centered, self-awareness, successful initiation of new    

beginnings, masculine effort 
Rat: intelligence, success, shrewdness, calculation 
Rhinoceros: ancient tradition and wisdom, seeking answers in the past
Skunk: self-respect, self-esteem
Snake: healing, letting go of the past, renewal 
Spider: creativity, writing, sewing 
Squirrel: preparing, saving, storing, resourceful
Tiger: energy, passion, solitary devotion, independence 
Walrus: tangible things, money 
Weasel: slyness, stealth, calculated movement, behind the scenes
Wolf: teacher, good social order, team leader, fair decisions
Zebra: black-and-white thinking, duality, the blending of opposites
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In the Air

Bat: transformation, death and rebirth, facing fear, time of transition 
Bee: luck, industry, sweet victory, hard work paying off
Blackbird: positive omen, lack of inhibition, love, spiritual awareness   

over ego
Blue jay: imitation, taking from others, dishonesty, learning true use  

of power
Butterfly: beauty, fragility, joy, transmutation
Canary: singing, music, gossip 
Cardinal: self-importance, patriarchal power, connection to Christianity 
Chicken: sacrifice, abundance through fertility, inner potential 
Crane: longevity, keeping quiet about new ideas, self-protection
Crow: higher law, creation, hidden power of the unseen
Dove: peace, prophecy, mourning
Dragonfly: connection to the realm of fairies, seeing through illusions
Duck: comfort, emotional support, connection to family and friends 
Eagle: Great Spirit, higher mind, the I Am, overview, Big Picture vision
Flea: parasite, taking without giving back, opportunism
Fly: lower ideas, unworthiness, resentments to be healed, clearing    

emotional garbage
Goose: fidelity, commitment, marriage, positive and successful    

partnerships
Grouse: higher awareness, acting on connection to Source, personal   

enlightenment 
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Gull: the capacity to harmonize potential reality with material    
success, clarity

Hawk: messenger, letter, phone calls, answers received or on their way,  
guardianship

Heron: self-reliance, independent thought, survival
Hummingbird: accomplishing the impossible, sweetness of joy, fun
Ladybug: happy-go-lucky, good luck, release of worries
Loon: hopes and dreams rekindled, rejecting compromise, dreams  

come true 
Magpie: opportunities for advancement, impetuousness, scruples,    

revelation of hidden power
Ostrich: staying grounded, unwavering courage, quiet and steady    

resolve, avoidance (if head is in the sand)
Owl: deception, self-denial, wisdom from intuition, seeing in the dark
Parrot: individuality, creative self-expression
Quail: abundance in community, family, devotion, group harmony
Raven: magic of synchronicity, ceremonial ritual, healing from illness
Robin: new growth, positive opportunities, safe progress, Christ    

Consciousness
Stork: babies, new life, successful birth 
Swan: clairvoyance, psychic gifts, true inner beauty, transformation 
Turkey: sharing, cause and effect, the flow of energy to ensure prosperity
Vulture: misfortune, gloating, jealousy, insensitivity 
Wasp: anger, retaliation, warning to protect oneself
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From the Water

Alligator: flexibility, nonjudgment, thoughtful integrative action
Chameleon: adaptability 
Crab: indirect action, hidden sensitivity, avoiding issues
Dolphin: playfulness, flirtation, spontaneity, telepathic communication
Fish: abundance and prosperity ensured, dualism 
Frog: cleansing, cleaning house (literally and figuratively)
Octopus: possessiveness, dexterity, ability to multitask
Otter: playfulness, affection, loving nature, femininity
Penguin: endurance in spite of conditions, lucid dreaming
Seal: imagination, focus on manifesting dreams, clarity of purpose
Sea lion: masculine strength, swimming through turbulent times
Sponge: education, learning, absorbing new ideas
Turtle: slow and steady, connection to Gaia (Mother Earth) energy
Whale: connection to ancestral memory, collective unconscious 

Trees

Acacia: knowing how to let something die for something new to take its  
place, mystical death and rebirth of the psyche

Alder: prophetic insight, blending strength and courage with     
compassion and generosity

Apple: joyful sharing, positive sign for healing, the law of attraction,   
you reap what you sow 
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Ash: strength and wisdom, awareness of connectivity, belonging, filling  
the God-shaped hole within

Aspen: facing inner doubt, love overcomes fear

Bamboo: luck, prosperity, balance

Beech: writing, the form of language, carrying a message,  
tolerance, prayer 

Birch: clearing out old ideas, purification and strong renewal, new   
dimensions of awareness, a fresh start

Blackthorn: time to face the shadow self, causing pain to  
others, self-sabotage

Broom: clean up your act, declutter, radical self-care
Cactus: strength and endurance in any condition
Cedar: protection and cleansing
Cherry: new awakenings and insight
Cypress: understanding karma, wisdom from adversity
Elder: death, rigorous self-appraisal
Elm: reliance on intuition
Eucalyptus: clear connection to Spirit, clarity of thought/dreams
Fig: prosperity built on understanding the past
Gorse: great optimism, faith, the sun, hope emerging from    

disappointment
Hawthorn: fertility, creativity, lovemaking, connection to fairies
Hazel: inspiration from meditation, distilling knowledge into wisdom,   

communication, teaching and learning
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Heather: sacrifice; accountability for all actions; balance between  
self-expression, free will, and discernment 

Hickory: persistence
Holly: clarity of purpose, personal sacrifice, calmness, diplomacy 
Honeysuckle: endurance, adaptability
Ivy: cycle of life and death, the search for enlightenment, warning   

against getting caught in a situation resulting in loss of power
Joshua tree: uniqueness, wisdom, and strength in maturity 
Lemon: love and friendship, cleansing of old wounds
Lilac: clairvoyance, balance between intellect and Spirit
Magnolia: test of faith
Mango: sensitivity, need to watch oversensitivity, heightened intuition/ 

telepathy
Maple: male/female balance
Mistletoe: romance, love, feminine sexuality
Oak: endurance, successful manifestation 
Olive: peace and harmony
Orange: letting go of fear, healing deep emotional wounds
Palm: protection
Peach: artistic beauty, longevity
Pine: farsightedness and the need for objectivity, awakening the heart,   

releasing guilt, arousing the inner Divine
Poplar: help coming to manifest dreams
Redwood: timeless wisdom, new perspectives out of ancient vision
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Rowan: self-control, developing discernment, wise discrimination
Spruce: calming, the need to soothe and protect
Sycamore: nourishment, beauty, admiration
Walnut: freedom gained by initiating transitions
Willow: surrendering to emotion, releasing sadness, blocked emotions’  

need for expression revealing hidden things, awakening the  
subconscious

Yew: transcendence, resurrection, rebirth, sum of all wisdom

Flowers and Plants

Aloe: time to heal, capacity to heal others
Angelica: angelic communication
Baby’s breath: gentleness, modesty
Basil: discipline and devotion
Begonia: commitment to enriching activities
Buttercup: self-worth, empathy, compassion
Carnation: new love, deepening affections
Chrysanthemum: vitality, youthful life force
Corn: new abundance and prosperity ensured
Daffodil: inner beauty, self-care 
Daisy: spiritualizing the intellect, connection to fairies and nature spirits
Dandelion: looking beyond the surface
Frangipani: need to set higher goals
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Gardenia: telepathy
Garlic: psychic protection
Geranium: new happiness
Goldenrod: positive focus, energy to complete projects
Hibiscus: libido, sexual energy
Hyacinth: overcoming jealousy
Iris: birth, peace restored
Jasmine: prophetic dreams
Lily: humility, empathy 
Lotus: higher spiritual knowledge
Morning glory: spontaneity
Orchid: seduction, sensuality 
Peony: strong artistic abilities
Peppermint: trusting protective energies 
Petunia: enthusiasm, energy 
Poppy: sleep, time to rest
Rose: love, heart connection
Rosemary: positivism
Sage: communication with Spirit, divination, higher consciousness
Snapdragon: assertiveness, self-reliance, protective action
Sunflower: happiness, gaiety, dancing
Tiger lily: overcoming base emotions
Tobacco: prayers answered
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Tulip: trusting own efforts
Violet: luck, good fortune 
Water lily: tangible wealth and money
Zinnia: courage pays off

Magical Creatures

Angel: protection, guidance, sign from Spirit 
Cupid: romance, love, partnership
Dragon: strength of will, power, protection, opposition 
Dwarf: solid foundations, slow movement
Elf: fun, lightheartedness
Fairy: inspired ideas, spending time in nature
Goblin: wounded ego, negativity 
Phoenix: rebirth and strength after great loss
Unicorn: innocence, acting on pure faith in the Unseen 
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Common Objects and Recognizable Symbols

A
Ace: got an ace up your sleeve and you may not even know it, a sign  

of talent and ensured success
Acorn: new idea with sacred potential for long-term transformation  

and power
Airplane: travel by air, freedom, great inspired ideas revealed 
Altar: self-sacrifice, a place of worship and ritual 
Amethyst: guards against intoxication, protects the third eye, sign  

of psychic development
Anchor: staying home, feeling of security in one’s surroundings,    

someone else’s agenda to keep you in one place
Apple: sacred fruit of Avalon, totality of wisdom, totality in general,   

represents earthly desires

Ark: preservation and protection of the material and spiritual, safe    
journey through turbulent times, ensured rebirth

Arrow: getting to the point, meeting objectives, the way is correct and   
clear, travel by air

Ax: inner capacity to cut through illusion and get to the truth; potential  
or fear of loss; enforced loss that leads to something much better;  
clearing the way for new growth; letting go of old ideas, people,    
places, and things that no longer serve the highest good; potential   
of divorce
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 B
Baby: new and wonderful things untainted and innocent, pregnancy, 

a sign to nurture and tend a new project or idea, being a novice at 
something

Baggage: unresolved emotional issues from the past, carrying the   
burdens of others, a sign to clear the baggage that prevents you from  
moving forward

Ball: a game and it’s your turn to take action
Balloon: floating away or popping represents powerlessness and 

shattered illusions, floating in the sky is all about joy and happiness
Bandages: healing time, nursing wounds
Basket: pay attention to what you’re carrying
Bathtub: time to clean up loose ends, cleanse yourself of a situation
Bed: active subconscious, need to rest, potential illness, pay attention  

to self-care, pay particular attention to the content of dreams
Bell: all creative energy is suspended between Spirit and matter, music 

and creativity, a call to manifest your dreams with joy
Blue: color of throat chakra, communication of all sorts (need to speak to 

someone about something)
Boat: being taken to safety; exploring new things without fear; leaving  

a situation and sailing away; if sinking, jump ship and swim to safety
Bomb: explosive situations that need particular self-protection now, 

being aware of explosive reactions as something may be destroyed in 
the process

Book: time for study, life lessons 
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Boots/shoes: someone walking all over you, time to walk away from 
something

Bottle: examining what’s contained in your life (joy or confusion), 
emptying out what you don’t want, needing to “take your medicine,” 
alcoholism

Boulder: something too large to move by your own efforts (needs a 
team), a block in plans or inner self, walk around something and don’t 
try to attack it head-on 

Box: something needs to be put away or contained, a safe place, being 
boxed in

Bridge: desire to change, a symbol of safe transition 
Brush (hair): brushing away difficulties, time to smooth things over, 

taking action to alleviate unresolved issues, time to clean house
Building: represents the architecture of your life, is what you’re doing at 

present built on solid foundations?

 C
Candle: illumination, creative inspiration, optimistic outcome, Light of 

the Divine 
Cape: disguised motives, check own motives, a miracle is coming (if it 

looks like Superman’s cape)
Car: desire for travel, upcoming move, movement in general 
Castle: very well-protected treasure, reaching a goal and being a leader 

(king/queen of the castle)
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Caution sign: need to be cautious
Cave: solitude and the need to rest and meditate, things that are hidden 

and not yet ready to be revealed 
Cemetery: death, leaving things behind that are no longer needed, 

circumstances that have died, endings
Chair: time for a break, time to get to work in the chair, meditation 
Church (or temples, mosques, and the like): honor Spirit, pray, 

meditate, prayers have been heard, Spirit resides within all things in 
the material world

Cliff: being at the edge of something, pay attention to your steps  
(be cautious), a major change

Clock: time ticking, pay attention to time, favorable timing, time is of 
the essence 

Closet: hiding something, shyness, a call to come out and play
Clown: be joyous, take pleasure in life, have more fun
Cobwebs: having too many ideas at once, being too focused on the past, 

a time to avoid intrigue, a foggy mind 
Cocoon: period of waiting before something is ready, a safe place of 

refuge
Comet: a sign of assured absolute victory, Divine interference 
Crown: a sign of success and authority
Crystal: pay attention to all facets of a situation, something will be 

amplified, Spirit
Cup: vessel of Spirit, the way you’re perceiving things at the moment, 

emotions, a marriage
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D
Desert: a time of emptiness, nonaction, no end in sight, patience 

required
Door: moving from one experience or state to another, the marker 

between the material and the spiritual
Doormat: letting someone walk all over you
Drum: natural rhythm of life, issues pertaining to the heart, a shamanic 

vehicle to travel into the spiritual world 
Dunce cap: stupidity, education, time to study something 
Dungeon: punishment, feeling trapped, warning of a relationship that 

may be too controlling, being taken “hostage”

 E
Ear: need to listen more, pay attention to what you hear
Earth: the material world, Gaia, stability, grounded ideas
Egg: birth, pure potential, prosperity
Elevator: transportation between states of consciousness, going up or 

down in a situation
Emerald: love and compassion, matters of the heart
Excrement: need to release something, someone lying, detoxify life  

in general 
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 F
Feather: angelic realm, connector between the immortal Spirit world and 

mortal world, Spirit is protecting you 
Fire: creativity, optimism, sexual energy, anger, a temperamental “fiery” 

personality
Flood: emotional overwhelm, a situation that’s out of control
Flowers: happiness, celebration, connection to the realm of the fairies 
Fog: inability to see clearly, a temporary need to rest (pay close attention 

to what you see after the fog)
Food: nourishment, abundance
Forest: nature, a refuge, growth and fertility, a need for direction 

indicates waiting for another sign
Fountain: a wellspring of happiness, abundance, joy, youthful qualities, 

great spiritual energy, emotional cleansing, laughter

 G
Garbage: something needs to be thrown out in your life, something has 

lost its service or usefulness, lack of integrity
Garden: bounty possible in the material world, fruitful manifesting that 

must be tended to, remember to weed your “garden of negativity”
Glasses: pay attention to detail 
Glove: diplomacy, etiquette, social boundaries, an impending fight 

(boxing glove)
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Gold metal: money, tangible evidence of manifesting your dreams, 
spiritual goodness

Grandfather: wise man, ancestral wisdom
Grandmother: wise woman, crone, feminine goddess, wisdom 
Grave: transformation through endings, someone’s passing
Green: love, healing, personal growth, Light
Guitar: creativity, music, seduction, the bardic tradition of storytelling 

and mythmaking, the music playing in your life
Gun: self-protection, male sexuality, aggression

H
Hair: natural adornment, attention to self-image, freedom of expression 

(as in hair blowing in the wind)
Hammer: mystical power of manifestation, power to build or destroy a 

situation
Hands: protection, authority, donation, prayers answered, the outer 

physical projection of the inner world

Happy face: joy, contentment, need to be happy and focus on the good 
rather than the negative

Harp: the accompaniment of angels, a bridge between heaven and the 
mortal world

Heart: love, the center of the illuminated spiritual expression of unity
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Hole: gateway from one dimension to the other, pure potential, 
unknowable Mystery of life, flaw or wound in the fabric of reality

Home: consciousness, the inner mind, safe place
Hood: invisibility, sacred purpose, commitment to a higher view
Horn: plenty and abundance, warning to protect yourself from outside 

influences or from inner destructive ones 
House: see Home

I
Ice: frozen emotions (element of water) or something frozen in the past, 

instability and a warning that the direction you’re taking is dangerous 
(“thin ice”)

Iceberg: only seeing a small part of what’s really going on, go deeper to 
find the real truth and substance

Icicle: melting emotions, positive emotional change
Indian (Americas): Spirit in nature, achieving balance by learning about 

the old ways of the indigenous peoples
Indicator light: check your direction
Indigo: color of transcendent spirituality, raise your vibration and 

meditate, contemplate Spirit
Interior (of a place): the inner world of the mind, pay attention to your 

thoughts and how they’re placed
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 J
 Jack-o’-lantern: sign of autumn, connecting to the immortal 

consciousness of a loved one who has passed over
 Jail: restriction, being in a prison of your own making
 Jewel: treasure, things of value, spiritual and material wealth

 K
 Key: opening the door to a new perception, pointing to right action
 King: authority, government, taxman, husband
 Kite: higher self, listening to intuition 
 Knife: cutting words, need to be mindful of deception and betrayal
 Knot: marriage, partnership, unhealthy enmeshment, disentangle from 

a situation

 L
 Ladder: movement out of difficulty into a more positive situation, 

seeking higher goals, promotion
 Lake: dreams, emotions, consciousness, reflection of emotional states, 

ability to see into the future
 Letter: direct communication, message
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 Lighthouse: illumination of your path, ideas coming of how to reach an 
objective

 Lightning: big ideas, unexpected change, sudden loss leading to better 
things, being powerless over others

 Logs: shelter, building upon natural talents and skills, authenticity, 
purpose

 M
 Magician: illusion, deception, trickster, need for more real magic in your 

life, spiritual perception
 Mermaid: emotional rescue, finding magic by going to the ocean
 Mirror: all Life is a reflection 
 Money: materialism, manifestation, wealth
 Moon: psychic intuition, prescient dreams, Goddess energy
 Mountain: prayer, journey to the Higher Self, large obstacle to 

overcome, ensured success after long and arduous work
 Musical instrument: harmony, taking steps to restore harmony

 N
Nails: anxiety, hard work, putting the finishing touches on something to 

make it secure
Nakedness: being exposed, integrity, truthfulness, being without artifice
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 Numbers: many and varied meanings; notice patterns and repetition, 
and reference numerology guides for more information, such as 
Chapter 13 in my book Messages from Spirit (also see page 6 in this 
guidebook)

 Nuts: reminder to save, assurance of security

 O
 Obelisk: illumination, the rays of the sun shining into the material 

manifestation of the world
 Ocean: collective consciousness, emotions, deep contemplative thought, 

endless potential and possibility
 Office: sign of order, organization, professional work
 Officer: authority, need to police something, resolving guilt 
 Onion: peeling the layers of self to get to Spirit, situation that  

may bring tears
 Orange: intimacy, relationships, sexuality, creativity, procreation 
 Orchestra: symbolic of cohesive teamwork, a corporation
 Orgy: chaos, gluttony
 Oyster: hidden value 
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  P
 Pearl: natural hidden talents newly revealed, a gift, pleasant feelings
 Pedestal: warning not to elevate the material above the spiritual
 Pendulum: choices not yet taken, hidden meanings
 Pen or pencil: time to journal or write, legacy, signing legal documents
 Piano: music, self-expression, harmony between opposites
 Pills: healing 
 Pink: unconditional love
 Pond: restful emotions, emotional healing 
 Purple: psychic phenomena, the third eye, clairvoyance, prescient 

dreams, prophecy, royalty

 Q
 Quartz: events will be amplified, clear Spirit connection 
 Queen: feminine authority, friendships among women, Goddess energy, 

positive result from following intuition
 Quicksand: impossible circumstances, unforeseen dangers ahead, a 

sense of overwhelm, need to be careful of actions and the current 
direction

 Quill: difficult consequences from foolish action, need to avoid 
impulsive behavior
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 R
Radar: awareness, hypervigilance, clairsentience, reading between  

the lines
Radio: clairaudience, intuition, reminder to pay attention to what you 

hear from others, Cledons, spontaneous oracles
Rain: disappointment, sadness, unexpected delays, new growth after 

rainy times, need to resolve repressed grief
Rainbow: promised relief after stormy experiences
Red: family issues, money, real estate, security, inheritance, physical 

health
Ring: marriage, engagement, eternity, commitment 
River: the continuation of life, forever changing, forever moving
Road: the journey itself, staying true to your path, the true unfoldment 

of destiny, fate and free will
Robber: being stolen from, reminder to pay attention to the way 

you spend your time, “stealing” from someone else, warning to be 
impeccable 

Rock: something stable and old, traditional, looking to the past for 
knowledge

Rope: a way out, restraints, help is coming
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 S
Saddle: being held firmly in place as you travel through life, time 

to move, feeling burdened by others or by too many projects and 
obligations 

Salt: true integrity, authenticity, preservation, purification 
Sand: the passing of time, insignificance, humility, being one among 

many, small irritations that will pass
Saw: getting to the core of something, concepts that will build upon 

others, cutting-edge ideas
Scissors: cutting away the extraneous things of life, creative projects such 

as sewing
Shadow: the darker aspects of the psyche, unresolved emotional wounds 

that show up in behavior
Shoes: time to take action
Shovel: digging deep for the truth, addressing the psyche (possibly 

through therapy)
Statue: lifelessness, a likeness but not the true essence, image
Steps: a series of actions taken and that are still to be taken
Stop sign: warning not to proceed with the current direction
Storm: conflict between friends, inner conflict that’s causing anxiety 
Sun: all your needs will be met, spiritual illumination, happiness, joy
Swamp: being bogged down, tired, unclear, take action by doing 

something against your routine
Sword: defensiveness, need to defend yourself, the power to wound, 

sharp intellect, power to fend off negativity
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 T
Table: clear speech, laying your “cards on the table”
Tap: control emotions, pay attention to leaks of information, gossip
Tape: measure and compare your intentions to your actions, time to take 

inventory of your thoughts and deeds, make amends if you need to
Tapestry: the patterns of life, pay particular attention to the stories you 

tell about yourself 
Target: stay out of the way of others’ anger, reaching a goal on time
Tattoo: making your mark
Tea: gentle refinement, qualities of elegance, stimulating discussions
Teacher: energy of life’s lessons
Teeth: ancestral traits, issues pertaining to inherited circumstances
Telegram: important messages (possibly life-altering)
Telephone: time to reach out to others, an invitation to community
Temple: a sacred place 
Tent: a temporary place, transitions that lead to temporary instability
Thorn: the pleasure and pain of love, natural protection from offense
Thread: element of joining together through concepts or experiences
Throne: seat of authority, requirement to be fair and just 
Thumb: direction of success (up or down), inner approval or disapproval, 

a measure of self-worth and self-esteem
Thunderbolt: revolution, rebellion with just cause, great ideas
Tightrope: warning to tread carefully, great skill and balance required  

to continue the path you’re on
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Tires: continual small changes, possible road trip ahead
Toilet: flush unnecessary and superfluous situations, need to let go  

of something
Tombstone: looking at the past; end of a cycle; warning that a 

circumstance, project, or relationship is coming to an end; death  
of affection; passing over

Toys: time to play more, playing without meaning, lack of sincerity
Train: heading in the correct direction, travel by train
Train tracks: strategize, set goals, and make plans 
Treasure: gifts of value, tangible evidence of dreams coming true, 

windfalls, wealth of experience and knowledge, education
Trees: the Life of all things, from spark to seed to sapling to tree; 

consistent; regenerative; ancient; the representative of Spirit giving 
life to matter; never-ending life

Trident: three-pronged instrument of the god Poseidon/Neptune, 
piercing emotions, the power of the trinity of mind/body/spirit, 
piercing through illusion

Trumpet: important news coming, importance of being heard 
Tunic: the mask of profession, role-playing
Tunnel: a passage into temporary darkness, situation requiring faith and 

trust in a higher purpose
 

 U
UFO: something alien and unknown, a feeling of being intruded upon, 

fascination with the unknown, new and uncharted experience
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Umbrella: protect yourself from overemotionalism, shelter is available, 
father image, a time of mourning, a funeral

Uncle or aunt: friendly and helpful people
Undertaker or ferryman: complete projects, pay attention to details, 

take care of loose ends, endings, the potential of new life
Urn: being contained and protected, oneness and the prosperity and 

abundance inherent therein, protection of the Divine feminine
Utensils: pay attention to how things function, figure out steps that need 

to be taken in order to complete something or what things go together

 V
Valley: peaceful contemplation, rest and recharge, time to enjoy life, 

place and time for contemplating intentions before manifesting
Vampire: a predatory personality, usury, disengage from any person or 

situation that drains you
Vase: acceptance, containment of emotions, elegance
Vehicle: depending on size, type, and speed, expresses physical body, 

mood, current experience of life (a bumpy ride in a big truck can 
mean things will be temporarily difficult and you may feel like a bull 
in a china shop, but this too shall pass)

Vines: pay close attention to intuition, deadlines, or decisions creeping 
up; the flow and insistence of the creative impulse

Violin: victim consciousness, seduction or serenade, sadness
Volcano: volatile personality, disruptive circumstances, upsetting news
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Vomit: refusal to accept circumstances, gluttony
Vulva: feminine sexuality, procreation, receptivity, pregnancy

 W
Wallet: hidden value, talents not yet expressed, personal currency and 

life purpose, abundance, prosperity, poverty consciousness (if empty)

War: turmoil, conflict, arguments must be avoided, possible violence 
Watch: measure of time, all things occur on the universe’s timetable (not 

necessarily your own)
Water: emotions, consciousness, fluidity, need to be flexible and go with 

the flow
Wave: ride the wave and go with the flow
Wax: substance that grounds illumination, knowledge that allows for 

inspiration, malleability, some circumstance can be changed and 
molded

Web: personal connections and synchronicities, being caught in intrigue, 
creative writing, music, sewing, crafts

Wheel: constancy of change, eternity, movement and travel, changing 
cycles of mortality in balance with the constancy of immortality

White: Spirit, purity, virginal, untouched, clean
Window: a sign of a new worldview, capacity to observe the direction  

of a transition from one state of consciousness or concept to another,  
new ideas
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Wine: the good life, abundance, drinking the sacred, communion with 
Christ Consciousness, drunkenness

Wings: flying by air, angelic protection, difficulties will be overcome
Witch: wise woman, healer, magic, spiritual alignment with natural 

forces

 X
X-ray: the capacity to see through things, reminder to look closely and 

read between the lines, warning against being too transparent

 Y 

Yellow: personal power, intelligence, analytical thought 
Yield sign: slow down, time for compromise

 Z
Zodiac: aspects of the evolution of the psyche, reincarnation, past-life 

information, themes and archetypal experiences during the span of 
human life, the cycle from birth to death to rebirth

Zone: an area specific to your inquiry, specialization, specific part of 
something
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Sacred Symbols 

Ankh: spiritual wisdom, longevity
Arrow: clear direction
Celtic cross: illumination 
Chalice: sacred quality, holiness, spiritual abundance and joy
Christian cross: redemption through sacrifice, necessary death  

of the ego

Circle: boundless unity
Hch’ai: life-force energy
Hexagon: Divine mind, healing star, absolute balance
Infinity sign: infinite perfection
Om: sound of eternal life; four stages of consciousness: awake, sleeping, 

dreaming, transcendence 
Pentagram: forces of the earth
Red cross: altruism, help
Spiral: path to wholeness, continual change, evolution of the universe 
Square: earth
Star: guidance from above, ideas and inspiration revealed, hope
Triangle: trinity, stability

m m   m m
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“The earth is a living thing, the mountains speak. The trees sing. 

Lakes can think, pebbles have a soul, rocks have power.”

— John “Fire” Lame Deer, Lakota (1903–1976)

m m  m 

“Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but 

one thread within it. Whatever we do to the web, we do 

to ourselves. All things are bound together.”

— Chief Seattle, Suquamish (1786–1866)

m m   m m
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We hope you enjoyed this Hay House guidebook.
If you would like to receive our online catalog featuring additional
 Hay House books and products, or if you would like information 

 about the Hay Foundation, please contact:

Hay House, Inc. 
P.O. Box 5100,  

Carlsbad, CA 92018-5100

(760) 431-7695 or (800) 654-5126
(760) 431-6948 (fax) or (800) 650-5115 (fax)

www.hayhouse.com® • www.hayfoundation.org
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Take Your Soul on a Vacation

Visit www.HealYourLife.com® to regroup, recharge, and reconnect  
with your own magnificence. Featuring blogs, mind-body-spirit news,  

and life-changing wisdom from Louise Hay and friends.

Visit www.HealYourLife.com today!
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